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TO NUREMBERG IN STRENGTH

Last night our bombers dropped over 1,500 tons of high explosive and

incendiary bombs on Nuremberg, now one of the most important armament and

engineering centres inGermany a vital junction of six railways, and, the

town of the Nazi rally, this meant an advance of about 75 miles in range
as compared with Hamburg, and at the same time a far longer flight over

enemy air defences.

The route was almost extirely cloud covered, but towards Nuremberg the

sky was clearer and the weather did not prevent our crews from seeing large
concentrations of fire, particularly towards the end of the attack. "I saw

a continuous series of flashes from high explosive bombs and three or four much

more violent explosions in the target area," said the pikot of a Stirling,

Over the target, shifting clouds tended to blanket the searchlights
and the flak was seldom intense, "The Hamburg barrage was three times as

heavy," a pilot sand, "and the guns around Mannheim also put up a more

violent barrage,"

”We caught it somewhere north of Mannheim," said an Australian mid-upper

gunner, Sgt. A.J. of Kaira, North Queensland, "We had to twist

to get away from two cones of searchlights. Then the flak came up and we

felt it burst underneath. One burst was very close and a long piece of metal

came right through the fuselage just beside me."

The German night fighters had their best chance against our bombers on

the way out, when there was bright moonlight above the cloud. Enemy fighters

pilots made a determined effort to attack the bombers as they flew in a

continuous stream across Southern Germany. Fighting back, two Halifaxes

destroyed three night fighters and then flew on and bombed the target.

F/Sgt. G.B.Young, D#S,M*, of Matraville, N#S#Wales, a gunner in one of the

Halifax aircraft sighted a Dernier 217, the mil known German bomber, which

is now being used for defensive purposes at night, before it had a chance

to attack.

He fired and saw Us bullets splintering the glass in front of the

German pilot's controls. Then a dull rod glow appeared in the cockpit and

the Dornier wont steeply down, by then well on fire. Two London gunners shot

down the other two fighters* First, Sgt#F,Phacker, the roan-gunner, who comes

firm London, E,13«, sighted a single-engined fighter closing in from dead

astern* He gave- it a. short burst and then he and the mid-upper gunner,

F/Lt, W, Gorton of Dulwich, oho is the squadron’s gunnery leader, caught it

in cross fire. The enemy aircraft burst into flames and went down* Almost

immediately, F/Lt. Gorton called to Sgt. Phacker over the "inter-comm." that

there ms another single-engined fighter, this time with a white light in

its nose, coining in to attack, Sgt, Phacker fired a quick burst# The

enemy caught fire, and wont down.

Nan planning over a period of many years has completely transformed the

city of Nuremberg, In a circle round the crowded old town, and in an area

almost as congested as the medieval city itself groat numbers of medium-sized

and small engineering factories have been built# Almost all of them are

engaged in the production of weapons* To the south there is another

industrial area with large and important war factories*

In the past tot; years the Nazi party has also erected a number of

buildings and arenas in which to hold celebrations and propaganda exhibitions.

Among the factories are about 10 engineering and metal working plants,

ten electrical engineering works, nine chemical and explosive factories, and

six works making aircraft and military transport components. The M#A#N, and

the Siemens factories are the largest and most important at Nuremberg. The

M#A#N* works mostly turn out Diesel engines for tanks, armoured fighting

vehicles, and lorries. The Sicmere plant makes electrical equipment of all

kinds, particularly transformers, of which the, Germans are now very short.


